Installation description –
How to mount a 2- or 4-point belt to a chair having a dynamic seat plate
Item Kit = 45278 consists of
Amount Item number Description
2
82794
Hip belt bracket for seat plate Dynamic
2
20296
Square nut M6
2
29089
Hexagon bolt socket flat head M6 X 12
4
20063
Washer M6
4
20058
Lock nut M6
4
20800
Bolt Hex socket button Head M6 X 16
At a chair with a dynamic seat plate, you will find already item 82794 installed.
If you miss the hip belt bracket, please order the kit 45278 twice.

Hip belt
bracket
82794

To add the hip belt bracket to the dynamic seat plate, add the square nut 20296 to the rail of the seat plate
and fix the bracket from outside with the Hexagon bolt 29089.
Together with the 2- or 4-Point belt you will get the below shown Flat-Mount brackets.
Use the remaining parts to mount the Flat-Mount bracket to the Hip belt bracket.

FlatMount
bracket

Please follow the instruction on the following side to adjust the belt.
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Two-Point Pelvic Support Belt
1. Locate desired anchor point.
2. Center the belt on the pelvis and thread the webbing end through
the Flat-Mount bracket.
3. Cinch the webbing snug.

Four-Point Pelvic Support Belt
1.
2.
3.
4.

Locate desired anchor point
Follow the installation instructions above to fit the primary straps.
Attach the secondary straps to the chair so that they anchor the primary straps.
Tighten secondary straps to prevent movement of the primary straps.

ADJUSTMENT:
When properly adjusted and the belt tightened, it should fit snug so that the user’s pelvis is
secure. On padded belts, tighten the D-ring pull until all slack is removed and the pads under
the buckle are touching. If length adjustment is necessary to achieve a good fit or to remove
the belt for cleaning, this can be done using the belt end fittings.

SAFETY CHECK:
When properly positioned in a wheelchair, have user lean forward and side to side to check fit.

Check for:
1. Normal operation of buckle and adjustment straps.
2. Comfort - Look for areas of irritation.
3. Position -If too high or too low. Adjust anchor points.
4. Interference with other devices - Relocate anchor points as necessary.

This instruction is part of every 2- or 4-point belt and must, therefore, be forwarded to the user or carer
and should be stored.
If you have any further question related to this item or mounting description, please contact our
customer service desk.
This mounting description is also available as download from http://www.my-netti.com/downloads/manuals
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